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2014

Main idea: Jesus is the good shepherd who
sacrificed his life for our lives.
Series: This study is part of a 8- part series on the I AM statements of Jesus. Follow that link
to find the other lesson plans.
Teacher preparation:
Read Scripture references, Ezekiel 34:1-24
Gather: Bible; dry erase markers or chart paper and markers; white balloons, blown
up and with a sheep’s face drawn on them in permanent marker (eyes, a nose and
mouth, and ears); canes, sticks, long paper tubes, pool noodles, or bats, cheap shaving
cream; white glue; thick paint brushes; large bowl and smaller bowls; spoon; markers
or crayons; sheep printable (download here)
Optional: Jesus Good Shepherd Coloring Pages
Take time to meditate on this week’s Scripture and think about your own life. Do you
listen to the Good Shepherd’s voice? In what ways do you need to work on following
him?
Scripture references:

John 10:11-16
Luke 15:4-7
Romans 5:8
Romans 6:23
Psalm 23
Game: Good Shepherd Relay
The goal of this relay race is to be the first team to have each “shepherd” (child) to get their
team’s balloon sheep to the “green pastures” at the other side of the room and back again.
Divide children into equal teams. Give each team a blown up white balloon with a sheep
face drawn on it in permanent marker, and a cane or stick of some sort. A cheap, plastic
walking stick would be best, or a Christmas candy cane outdoor decoration. If these are not
available to you, use hockey sticks, whiffle ball bats, paper wrapping tubes, or whatever stick
like objects you have on hand for your children to guide the sheep. If you want to get really
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fancy, you can use large paper or newsprint to make a green pasture, full of flowers and still
waters to place at the opposite side of the room from your students. This is not a necessary
step, though. Play one round, watching carefully to see how the shepherds treat their
sheep. Are they in such a hurry that they hit the sheep hard, expecting the balloon to move
faster, or are they gentle with their little balloon lamb? After everyone has had one turn,
discuss the differences in how they treated the sheep. Have the kids comment on which
method worked best. It is easier to get to and from the other side of the room, the green
pastures, when they gently guide the sheep. When they whack or push the sheep too hard,
it has a tendency to go off in the wrong direction. Remark that this is how Jesus guides us:
with a gentle nudge.
Message:
Open in prayer, then say, for the past few weeks, we have been learning about the seven I
AM statements Jesus made, which are recorded in the book of John. Each time Jesus says “I
AM,” we are reminded that he is God. Each I AM statement also reveals to us a new part of
Jesus’ character. It tells us a little more about who Jesus is. So far, we have learned that he is
the Bread of Life, and fills up all our spiritual needs. We have also learned that he is the
Light of the World, and he lights up our spiritual darkness. Last week we learned that Jesus
is the door to the sheepfold, and the only entrance to salvation. Today we are officially half
way through learning all of the I AM statements Jesus made in the book of John! Based on
the game we played and what we talked about last week, who thinks they can tell me what I
AM statement we are studying today? (Allow students to answer.) That’s right, today we are
studying what Jesus meant when he called himself the Good Shepherd. Let’s start by
reading the words of Jesus himself, in John 10:11-16. Follow along as I read. (Or have a
student read.) “11 I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd sacrifices his life for the
sheep. 12 A hired hand will run when he sees a wolf coming. He will abandon the sheep
because they don’t belong to him and he isn’t their shepherd. And so the wolf attacks them
and scatters the flock. 13 The hired hand runs away because he’s working only for the
money and doesn’t really care about the sheep. 14 I am the good shepherd; I know my own
sheep, and they know me, 15 just as my Father knows me and I know the Father. So I
sacrifice my life for the sheep. 16 I have other sheep, too, that are not in this sheepfold. I
must bring them also. They will listen to my voice, and there will be one flock with one
shepherd.”
There is a lot to learn from this short passage. Let’s start by figuring out what every part of
Jesus’ story means. Jesus makes it clear that he is the good shepherd, the one who takes
care of the sheep. Can anyone guess then, who the sheep are? (Allow a student to answer.)
That’s right, we are the sheep. (write “sheep/us” on the board, and as you discuss the
different aspects of sheep, write them under this heading.) Before we go on and look at the
other parts of this story, let’s get a good idea on what sheep are like. When Jesus compares
us to sheep, he is not paying us any compliments. Have any of you ever seen sheep at a
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petting zoo or farm? (Allow a few students to briefly share.) Sheep aren’t the cleanest of
animals, are they? They are smelly and dirty. Every time they lay down, they get grass and
burs and dirt caught up in their wool. They can’t help it. There are types of bugs that like to
live in the wool on top of sheep’s heads, too. And they can’t clean themselves either. If
someone doesn’t get rid of these bugs, sheep can go blind. So without the shepherd’s help,
sheep stay dirty. Let’s think about us now. Can we clean ourselves of our spiritual dirtiness?
Is there anything we can do, all by ourselves, to wash away our sins? Of course not. We have
to go to Jesus, our good shepherd, to be cleansed of our sins. (write “dirty and can’t get clean
on their own” under the heading “sheep/us.”) Not only are sheep dirty, they are pretty dumb
too. I know it seems silly, and “dumb” is not a word I ever want any of you to use when
talking about yourself or anyone else. But with sheep, it really is true. Sheep don’t think for
themselves. They just follow other sheep who seem to be in charge. This means that sheep
will even follow other sheep right over the edge of a cliff without another thought. Can you
think of ways we follow others without thinking? (Allow responses.) Sometimes we are so
eager to fit in, to be cool or liked that we do or say things that other people do or say
without even thinking about it. It is very important for us to think through our actions and
words and even our beliefs. I don’t want any of you to follow others just because what they
say seems right! Whenever you make a decision about something to say, or do, or believe,
be sure to pray and read your Bible on your own, and let Jesus help you decide whether
what you are doing or saying or believing lines up with what the Bible says is true. (write
“don’t think for themselves” under the heading “sheep/us.”) Another interesting fact about
sheep is that they are directionally challenged. The poor things couldn’t find their way out of
a wet paper bag. If they wander off from the flock and shepherd, it’s hard, if not impossible,
for them to get back on their own. The shepherd has to come and find them. Jesus shares a
story about this very thing happening in Luke 15:4-7. It says, 4“If a man has a hundred sheep
and one of them gets lost, what will he do? Won’t he leave the ninety-nine others in the
wilderness and go to search for the one that is lost until he finds it? 5 And when he has
found it, he will joyfully carry it home on his shoulders. 6 When he arrives, he will call
together his friends and neighbors, saying, ‘Rejoice with me because I have found my lost
sheep.’ 7 In the same way, there is more joy in heaven over one lost sinner who repents and
returns to God than over ninety-nine others who are righteous and haven’t strayed away!”
This is what our good shepherd, Jesus, does with us when we start to wander away from
him. He comes after us and carries us back to the fold, and then he celebrates that we are
back in right relationship with him. (write “get lost easily” under “sheep/us.) Now imagine if
the shepherd didn’t come after the little lost sheep. The sheep would probably be okay,
right? I mean, if a cat or dog gets lost, it can fend for itself pretty well for a while, can’t it? If
anything tries to come and attack a cat, the cat will arch its back, hiss, and scratch the living
daylights out of anyone who gets too close. And a dog, if it feels it’s being attack, will bare its
teeth, growl and bite an attacker. So a sheep, if it’s going to be attacked by a wolf, will fluff
itself up to look big and mean, and then it will start growling all mean, show off its sharp,
pointy teeth, and charge the attacker, right? No way! Sheep don’t have sharp, pointy teeth or
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claws. They can’t growl or poof themselves up to seem bigger. They can’t even run away,
they aren’t fast enough on those scrawny little legs. If a shepherd doesn’t come after a lost
sheep, that sheep is destined to become wolf chow. How are we like sheep in this way?
When we wander from the flock, when we stop going to church and spending time with
other Christians, we have a harder time living like Jesus wants us to. We can’t protect
ourselves from the dangers and temptations of the world. If we want to be like Jesus, which
is what life is all about, then we need to spend time with Jesus and others who are learning
to live like him. (write “can’t defend themselves” under the heading “sheep/us.”) The last fact
I want to share about sheep is pretty funny, and also a good picture of us. If a sheep falls
down and ends up on its back, it can’t get up again on its own. It will just lay there, flailing its
little legs, until either someone helps them up, or they die. When we get into a place in life
where we feel like we are flat on our backs, either through our own sins or through tough
times, we can’t save ourselves. We are totally dependent on Jesus Christ to save us, to lead
us, and to keep us clean. (write “NEED OUR SHEPHERD” under the heading “sheep/us.”)
Now we see how much we are like sheep, let’s look at shepherds and hired hands. The
crowd Jesus was speaking to would have understood all about bad shepherds and what
they meant spiritually. The Old Testament talks a lot about good and bad shepherds. If Jesus
is the good shepherd, who do you think that bad shepherds were? (write a new heading on
the board: “bad shepherds.”) At that time, they were the Pharisees. Before the Pharisees
were in charge of the church, there were others that had power to care for the church of
God, and even today there are bad shepherds. Bad shepherds are the people who don’t
really care for the sheep, but for what they can get from the sheep. (write “church leaders
who don’t care for sheep” under the heading “bad shepherds.”) They want the sheep’s wool
and their meat and their milk, but they don’t want to put in the work required to help the
sheep grow. The Pharisees probably knew that when Jesus called himself the good
shepherd, he was calling them the bad shepherds. There is a very big difference between
the good shepherd and the bad shepherds. Jesus points the difference out twice in today’s
passage. Can anyone tell me what Jesus says the good shepherd does? Look back at your
Bibles, at John 10:11-16, to remind you. (Allow the students to respond after looking up the
reference for themselves.) Twice in this passage, Jesus says that the good shepherd lays
down his life for the sheep. (Write a third heading on the board: “the Good Shepherd.” Write
“lays down his life” under it.) He says it twice because it is so, so important for us to
remember. In fact, this may be the most important thing we ever learn. Jesus, our good
shepherd, sacrifices his life for ours. Based on everything we have learned about sheep, and
how much we are like sheep, why do you think we need Jesus to lay down his life for us?
(Allow responses.) Sheep are dirty, dumb, directionless and defenseless. We too, are full of
dirty sin, we make wrong choices instead of trusting and following Jesus, we easily get lost,
and there is nothing we can do to protect or save ourselves. Without our good shepherd, we
will die. The wolves, or temptations and sin, come in and threaten to kill us, but then Jesus
our good shepherd steps in and dies in our place. He did this without us getting ourselves
clean, and hopping up on our feet all by ourselves first. He did it while we were still lost
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sinners. Let’s have a sword drill to prove this. Remove all bookmarks from your Bible and
hold it above your head. When I say go, look up Romans 5:8. Go! (Read, or have a student
read, Romans 5:8.) “But God showed his great love for us by sending Christ to die for us
while we were still sinners.” The good shepherd lays down his life for his sheep because we
cannot take care of ourselves. Jesus knows that if he doesn’t protect us, we will die because
of our sins. Romans 6:23 says, “For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is
eternal life through Christ Jesus our Lord.” You see, someone has to die for sin. It should be
us. We are the ones who do wrong things. We are the ones who sin and choose to walk
away from Jesus instead of faithfully following him. We should be the ones to pay the price
for our sins. But you know what? We can’t. The price is too high. The punishment we
deserve is death. But we can’t die ourselves to be made right with God. That’s why Jesus
came. This is the greatest news ever! Jesus chose to lay down his life for us! The best part is,
he didn’t just come and live a life all alone and grumpy and then die. He came and lived a
perfect life. He came as our Shepherd. He came to lead us and teach us and keep us safe
and give us everything we need to live a good and healthy life. He came and served with his
whole life. We are happy sheep, because our God, our shepherd, laid down his life for us,
and then picked it up again! Jesus is alive today, and he lives in us when we choose to listen
to and follow him. John 10:3 tells us that the sheep know the shepherd’s voice and follow
him. We need to listen to Jesus voice by reading the Bible, coming to church, and praying.
We are his well loved and well cared for sheep when we follow him.
There is one more verse I want to look at before we close today. It’s the last verse in our
passage: John 10:16. It says, “I have other sheep, too, that are not in this sheepfold. I must
bring them also. They will listen to my voice, and there will be one flock with one shepherd.”
Who are these other sheep, from another sheepfold that Jesus is talking about? That’s us! At
the time, Jesus was talking to a group of Jewish people. They all believed that savior was
coming to save them all. They had no idea that it would be Jesus, and they had no idea that
God’s good and wonderful plan is to save not only the Jewish people, but everyone in the
whole wide world! Jesus is saying here that anyone can believe in him and follow him, and
that all of us together, no matter where we are from, what we look like, or what kind of
church we go to, we are all together in the same flock, the same family, if we follow Jesus
Christ, our Good Shepherd.
Today we are going to close in prayer in a slightly different way. I am going to read Psalm 23,
which is a song that praises God for being our good shepherd and tells of the great things
he does for us. Bow your heads and praise God as you listen.
1 The

Lord is my shepherd;
I have all that I need.
2 He lets me rest in green meadows;
he leads me beside peaceful streams.
3
He renews my strength.
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Jesus is my
Good Shepherd!

He guides me along right paths,
bringing honor to his name.
4 Even when I walk
through the darkest valley,
I will not be afraid,
for you are close beside me.
Your rod and your staff
protect and comfort me.
5 You prepare a feast for me
in the presence of my enemies.
You honor me by anointing my head with oil.
My cup overflows with blessings.
6 Surely your goodness and unfailing love will pursue me
all the days of my life,
and I will live in the house of the Lord
forever.
Craft: Fluffy Paint Sheep (recipe on Pinterest)
Print out coloring pages on heavy card stock. Print one for every child. Let the kids color the
sheep’s face and legs and the words using crayons or markers. While they color, mix up a
batch of fluffy paint. Do this while the children color and use immediately, before it loses is
fluffiness. Let the children use large paint brushes to glob the fluffy paint onto the sheep’s
body. It is best not to brush the paint too much, or it loses its fluffiness. It is better to dot it
on bit by bit, without really mixing it around too much. Let dry overnight.
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Jesus, the Nice Shepherd

Jesus was a shepherd,
A nice one slim and tall.
He loved the sheep so much,
He loved them one and all.

The sheep began to know Him,
Spending time grazing the hills.
Soon they knew His voice,
And followed as He willed.

The sheep began to grow,
Stronger and lovelier every day.
They became good friends,
With their Shepherd right away.

They loved the nice Shepherd,
Who led them in pastures green,
And always gave them water,
Never once was He mean.

One by one they followed,
This nice shepherd as He led.
And they loved him as a father,
Trusting Him as they were fed.

Written by Jacquelyn K Heasley

Jesus is the Good Shepherd Craft Ideas
Listen for His Voice, Little Sheep! Craft Ideas for Jesus, the Good Shepherd
There are several Biblical references that involve sheep. The lifestyle of the first century made
this an applicable metaphor, as there were many who were involved in the business of livestock
care. Even with that familiarity, people did not always readily understand sheep stories (“This
figure of speech Jesus used with them, but they did not understand what he was saying to
them.” -John 10:6). Sheep are entirely dependent on the shepherd, as we are dependent on
God. Jesus promises to be our shepherd, to guide us and lead us and lay down His life for us.
There are an abundance of great sheep crafts… The crafts in this particular lesson will focus on
the John 10 Gospel and the idea of listening to the Good Shepherd.
Bible Verses or Craft Captions to Consider…
(Main Text: John 10:1-10)
I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. -John 10:11
I am the door. If anyone enters by me, he will be saved and will go in and out and find pasture. John 10:9
The sheep hear his voice, and he calls his own sheep by name and leads them out. -John 10:3
Listen to hear the voice of Jesus…the Good Shepherd!
The way of life is through Jesus…He is the DOOR!
More Teaching Help about Jesus the Good Shepherd
• See our playlist on YouTube on Jesus the Good Shepherd
• Browse free resources on our website about the Good Shepherd
• Compare “I am the Good Shepherd” Sunday School Lesson
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Craft one: “Sheep in the Pen”
You will need:
• Popsicle sticks, toothpicks, or Q-tips
• Markers, stickers, or other decorating materials
• Glue stick or bottle
• Cotton Balls
• Construction paper or card stock
• Scissors (optional)
Procedure:
1. Build a “fence” on your paper: arrange
toothpicks, sticks, or cotton swabs along the
perimeter and glue them down to look like a
barrier. If desired, this could also be
accomplished with yarn, or by cutting slits into
the paper. Create an opening “gate.”
2. Place cotton ball “sheep” onto the paper within
the fence. Glue the sheep down.
3. Decorate the sheep with legs, heads, and tails, if
desired.
4. Add a verse and/or caption.
5. Allow to dry, and enjoy your sheep pen!
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Craft Two: “Jesus is the Door” Hanger
You will need:
• Construction Paper or card stock
• Stickers or decorative supplies
• Scissors
• Markers or crayons

Procedure:
1. Draw an outline onto the construction paper
or cardstock, planning what shape the door
hanger will be. Make sure to draw an inner
circle for the door knob.
2. Decorate the paper with verse captions,
stickers, and images.
3. Carefully cut the outline to create a door
hanger shape (rectangle, arch, whatever
preferred).
4. Find a door to decorate, and remember that
“Jesus is the door”!
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Craft Three: “Listen in Cup Phone”
You will need:
• Yarn or twine
• Markers or crayons
• Scissors
• Cups (paper or Styrofoam)
• Paper clips or metal washers.
• Stickers or extra decorations

Procedure:
1. Decorate two cups with stickers,
colors, and captions.
2. Cut a long piece of yarn or string (at
least 3-5 feet long).
3. Poke a small hole in the bottom of
each cup.
4. Poke the yarn through the hole, and
attach to a paper clip or other small
item to prevent the yarn from
slipping out of the hole.
5. Find a buddy to practice speaking
into the cups and listening on the
other side. Have fun!
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These craft ideas were prepared by Kristin Schmidt, who serves
at the Epiphany Lutheran Church in Castle Rock, CO.
She has shared her teaching gifts through Ministry-To-Children
since 2014 and now serves as our lead curriculum writer.
Kristin has a professional background in elementary and preschool education. A graduate of Biola University, she holds a
Master of Education and will receive the Master of Theology
degree from Concordia University, Irvine, California, in May
2020. Kristin grew up in southern California and lived the past 10 years in Georgia. She is a longdistance runner and voracious reader.
We hope you enjoy this free resource. Everything from Ministry-To-Chidren.com is 100% free to
copy & use in ministry. Since 2007, our website has equipped and encouraged churches from
around the world. Our mission is simple.

Help you tell kids about Jesus!
Our team is honored that you choose our material. Thank you for … serving where God has
placed you - telling children about Jesus – and allowing us to be a part of your mission.
Our website now has over 4,000 free resources for your children’s ministry. Each month we’re
adding even more! Here are a few popular sections:
• Over 300 Coloring Pages Bible Coloring Pages.
• Over 700 Bible Lessons and Complete Sunday School Curriculum
• We post new Children’s Sermons Object Lessons every week.
• Sunday School Games, Bible Crafts, and Worship Songs for Kids

• Don’t miss our new sister site Sunday School Works!
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Good Shepherd Game & Object Lesson – John 10:1-21
ministry-to-children.com
Written by Tony Kummer Last updated March 28, 2019 Leave a Comment Filed Under: Games , John , Object Lessons
January 11, 2030

This shepherd’s voice game idea was shared by Bible Games Central. Use it to add a fun element
to Sunday School lessons about Jesus being our Good Shepherd. Use the the Bible references
below and it could be a standalone lesson for children’s church too!
Be prepared for noise and chaos, with half of the group shouting and the other half trying to
listen out for the correct voice to follow! A great way to introduce the topic of discipleship and
following the Good Shepherd.
Bible: John 10:2-5,11-15; 14:15-17,26
Ages: 6 and above
Group Size: 6 or more
Supplies: Blindfolds (1 blindfold for every 2 players)

“Sheep Hear My Voice” Game Directions
Pair everyone up.
Blindfold one person from each pair and have him/her stand in the middle of the room.
These are the sheep.
Scatter up the others and have them stand at the edge of the room. These are the shepherds.
Ask all the sheep to turn 3 rounds on the spot.
On “Go”, the shepherds will call out to their respective sheep, to give them instructions to walk
towards them. (No running allowed.)
The first pair of sheep and shepherd to reunite wins.
Switch roles and repeat.

Bible Message – Following Jesus’ Voice
After playing this game, use this section to guide you in your lesson on following Jesus.
Discuss
1. Did you enjoy this game?
2. Was it easy to identify which voice to follow? How did you know?
3. Do you know a Bible passage that talks about following the correct voice?

John 10:2-5 (NIRV)
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2 The

one who enters through the gate is the shepherd of the sheep. 3 The gatekeeper opens the gate for
him. The sheep listen to his voice. He calls his own sheep by name and leads them out. 4 When he has
brought out all his own sheep, he goes on ahead of them. His sheep follow him because they know his
voice. 5 But they will never follow a stranger. In fact, they will run away from him. They don’t recognize
a stranger’s voice.”
Discuss
4. Whose voice will the sheep follow?
5. Do the sheep know who their shepherd is?
6. Does the shepherd know which are his sheep?
Say
This passage tells us that the shepherd knows his sheep by name. And the sheep recognizes
and follows the voice of its shepherd. Let’s read more about the shepherd and the sheep.

John 10:11-13 (NIRV)
11 “I

am the good shepherd. The good shepherd gives his life for the sheep. 12 The hired man is not the
shepherd and does not own the sheep. So when the hired man sees the wolf coming, he leaves the sheep
and runs away. Then the wolf attacks the flock and scatters it. 13 The man runs away because he is a
hired man. He does not care about the sheep.
Discuss
7. Who does this passage compare the good shepherd with?
8. What will a good shepherd do for his sheep? Why?

John 10:14-15 (NIRV)
14 “I

am the good shepherd. I know my sheep, and my sheep know me. 15 They know me just as the
Father knows me and I know the Father. And I give my life for the sheep.
Discuss
9. In this passage, who does the good shepherd refer to?
10. Who are the sheep?
Say
In this passage, the good shepherd refers to Jesus and the sheep are his followers.
The Bible tells us that Jesus is the good shepherd who died on the cross for our sins.
If you believe in Jesus, you are a follower of Jesus. Jesus is your shepherd and you are one of
Jesus’ sheep.
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Discuss
11. Is Jesus your shepherd? Are you one of his sheep?
12. What does this verse tell us?
Conclude
If we are followers of Jesus and one of his sheep, then we must obey his commands.
John 14:15-17,26 tells us that the Holy Spirit who lives inside us will help us follow Jesus.
It is important that you learn to follow Jesus closely. You can do this by reading the Bible and
talking to him regularly.

John 14:15-17 (NIRV)
15 “If

you love me, obey my commands. 16 I will ask the Father. And he will give you another friend to
help you and to be with you forever. 17 That friend is the Spirit of truth. The world can’t accept him.
That’s because the world does not see him or know him. But you know him. He lives with you, and he
will be in you.

John 14:26 (NIRV)
26 But

the Father will send the Friend in my name to help you. The Friend is the Holy Spirit. He will
teach you all things. He will remind you of everything I have said to you.
New International Reader’s Version (NIRV)Copyright © 1995, 1996, 1998, 2014 by Biblica,
Inc.®. Used by permission. All rights reserved worldwide.
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